INN & TEA HOUSE

Pendray Inn and Tea House proudly offers TWG Teas, which are hand-picked from
the finest tea selections in the world and served in hand-sewn cotton teabags.

Tea Pots – 10
Bain de Roses
In the month of May the roses of Grasse come
into bloom enveloping the Provence with an
incomparable and luxurious perfume. Masterfully
blended by TWG Tea this sensual Darjeeling is
a magical union of extraordinary roses and
hints of vanilla.
Eternal Summer
A fragrant South Africa red tea embellished with
notes of sweet summer blossoms accented with raw
berries and a lingering aftertaste of Tuscan peaches.
Crème Caramel Tea
Delicate red tea from South Africa with a secret
TWG blend of sweet French spices. A dessert in
itself, this caffeine-free tea can be served warm or
iced, at any time of day.
1837 Black Tea
TWG Tea’s renowned signature tea. The 1837 Black
is a unique blend of black tea with notes of fruits
and flowers from the Bermuda Triangle which
leaves a lingering aftertaste of ripe berries, anise
and caramel. A timeless classic.
Chamomile
Soft and soothing these rare TWG chamomile
flowers boast a rich honey aroma and yield a
golden, caffeine-free cup.
Emperor Sencha
This invigorating Japan green tea is ideal during or
after a meal, as it is rich in vitamin C and contains
little caffeine.
Moroccan Mint Tea
This fine TWG green tea is perfectly blended with
suave and strong Sahara mint.
Royal Darjeeling
The king of India teas. This TWG first flush black
tea boasts an exquisite fragrance and a vibrant
sparkling taste that develops remarkable overtones
of ripe apricots.
Black Chai
This robust black chai tea blend reveals a prefect
union of rare aromatic Indian spices. A warm yet
soothing TWG tea it is delicious alone or add a
splash of milk.

Iced Teas
Alfonso Iced Tea – 9
A fragrant and refreshing melding of black
tea and rare mango with a secret blend of
TWG fruits and blossoms.
Pink Flamingo – 9
A graceful TWG Tea blend of green tea with
crimson hibiscus blossoms that will brighten
your day. This quirky mélange infuses into a
rose-coloured cup with tart, fruity overtones.
Eternal Summer – 9
A fragrant South Africa red tea embellished
with notes of sweet summer rose blossoms
accented with raw berries which finish with a
lingering aftertaste reminiscent of ripe Tuscan
peaches. A theine-free tea to be enjoyed hot or
iced at any time of the day.

London Breakfast Tea
Celebrating the legendary British tea tradition,
this strong TWG blend of broken-leaf black tea
produces a full-bodied cup with an aroma of red
berries and a hint of malty sweetness.
Earl Grey
A masterpiece inspired by the legendary Earl Grey
blend with a hint of spice and bergamot from
remote lands.
Silver Moon
A TWG Tea blend of green teas accented with a
grand berry and vanilla bouquet and a hint of spice.
Jasmine Queen Tea
Delicate green tea enhanced with jasmine flowers
White Sky Tea
Majestic Yin Zhen white tea leaves lend their
crystalline flavour to this celestial blend. Cultivated
on the island of the Indian Ocean archipelago,
ylang ylang flowers impart their exquisite and
fragrant oil to this fruity blend.
Geisha Blossom
Elegant and highly refined, this TWG Tea blend
of green tea and refreshing, ripe southern fruits
infuses into a fragrant cup that will calm and
appease after a day's disruptions.

INN & TEA HOUSE

LOOSE LEAF TEA POTS
Lucky Tea (signature) – 17
A magical TWG blend of black tea and
green tea with warm spices from the
Caribbean, aromatic flower blossoms and
decadent leaves of pure gold. A cup of
eternity to celebrate a festive occasion.
We serve this tea in honour of William J.
Pendray who built this Mansion after he
was lucky to strike it rich in the gold rush.

Lung Ching Imperial – 23
A rare and extremely limited-quantity
harvest. These bright-green leaves are
beautifully fashioned by hand and
shaped into flat needles. The paleyellow infusion reveals a striking scent
of roasted chestnuts and a note of
sweetness. One of the finest and most
exclusive teas in China.

Imperial Rose – 18
A truly majestic tea under the clouds.
Only the rarest white tea is handcrafted
into a precious bouquet of roses.

Milk Oolong – 18
Cultivated at altitudes of 500 to
1,200 metres, this exceptional Chinese
method oolong is produced between the
months of March and December and is
composed of only the finest whole leaves.
Lightly fermented and highly aromatic,
this tea offers a delicate aroma that is
both milky and toasted. The perfect
accompaniment to an afternoon tea of
scones and pastries.

Golden Pu Erh – 12
With remarkable golden tips, this TWG Tea
Pu-Erh undergoes a lengthy fermentation
process, making it a strong and robust
tea, accented by a full-bodied aroma and
a deep and lingering savour that leaves a
lasting impression in the mouth.

The Pendray TWG Tea Boutique
Take home a keepsake from our retail boutique. Gift boxes and tins available for purchase.

TWG Tea Boxes – 40
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Haute Couture
Loose Leaf Tins - 65
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